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Do you have a litmus test you can apply to 
assess each of your leadership programs?

PROGRAM DEFINITION

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

PROGRAM SUSTAINABILITY
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TOTAL:

There are a number of criteria that help to ensure the success of leadership development 
programs. These are categorized in the program’s definition, how the program is 

implemented, and how the program is sustained. You may have additional criteria that 
you can add to this sample program assessment, but take a few minutes to evaluate one 

of your leadership programs on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being low). Then, total them up and 
determine what your innovation opportunities are! 

HANDOUT—LEADERSHIP PROGRAM DESIGN ASSESSMENT 

0-20
Needs improvement Doing pretty well Very strong

Think about any small wins that could 
help you get momentum and make 
some immediate improvements in 
your program. Consider starting 

with program definition.

Consider focusing on a specific 
section where the program might 

have scored lower than you hoped. 
What could you implement in the 

next 6 months to improve?

Great job, the program hits on many 
of the best practices we suggested. 

Are there any focus areas where you 
already have the component but 
could continuously improve it?

21-40 41-60

Low High

Relevant—Achieves a positive perception that content is relevant to the challenges leaders are facing

Measured—Defines specific qualitative and/or quantitative information used to define program 

Purposeful—Sets out a concise, exact statement defining the program boundaries, specifically describing why 
the program exists

Selective—Documents a step-by-step process specifying the methods used and roles responsible in selecting 
participants

Multi-Modal—Brings classroom, mentoring, coaching, and other modalities together to keep learning 
balanced and building over time

Leader-Driven—Provides leaders with choice and ensures they are driving their own development

Meaningful—Brings the leader better self-awareness and drives action and behavior change

Reinforced—Keeps leaders focused by sustaining the leadership journey over time

Connected—Gets leaders a 360-support system (involved boss, senior leaders, peers, etc.)

Integrated—Connects leaders to organizational vision, values, and strategy (provides context)

Improved—Defined measures are tracked and analyzed with improvements made year-over-year

How do you assess designe�ectiveness?



MEET FLASHPOINT
We’re curious. We’re energetic. And above all, we care about our                
clients, their business, and the work we do.

FlashPoint is a leadership consulting firm specializing in leadership           
development, team effectiveness, and coaching. Providing creative and 
measaurable solutions, we work alongside our clients to make sure they 
have achieved their business goals, their leaders are highly engaged, and 
their teams are more effective.

FlashPoint provides the top research-based leadership programs, as well  
as customized consulting to support your organization’s leaders.

WHAT DOES OUR NAME MEAN?

FLASH
CREATIVITY, AGILITY, ENERGY

POINT
ALIGNMENT, EXPERIENCE,
METRICS-DRIVEN

STAY CONNECTED

317.229.3035 hello@flashpointleadership.com

  Leadership development strategy and programs
  Conferences and workshops 
  Learning reinforcement 
  Competencies development
  Assessments

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

  Custom team programs
  Retreats and training
  New leader assimilation
  Assessments

TEAM EFFECTIVENESS

  Executive, high potential, and emerging leader coaching
  Outsourced coaching partner
  Team and group coaching
  Coaching skills development
  Assessments

COACHING

www.flashpointleadership.com

WEBINARS - Interact with the experts while learning how to boost your leadership effectiveness.

EVENTS - Build your skills while engaging with others in your field.

WHITE PAPERS - Download more white papers to equip yourself with developments in your industry.

BLOG - Access quick, practical insights, news, and tips in your leadership development work.


